Highlights

- The \textit{P}f\textit{K}1\textit{3} mutation R561H is present in DRC, a WHO-validated marker of resistance.
- The \textit{P}f\textit{K}1\textit{3} mutation P441L is present in DRC, a WHO-candidate marker of resistance.
- A regional emergence of \textit{P}f\textit{K}1\textit{3} mutations in bordering areas of Rwanda and Uganda.
- \textit{P}f\textit{K}1\textit{3} and \textit{P}f\textit{d}hps mutations in Eastern DRC seem closely related to East Africa.
- Emergence of partial ACT resistance requires an urgent and coordinated response.
Identification of the PfK13 mutations R561H and P441L in Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
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Abstract

Background: Partial artemisinin resistance, mediated by \textit{P. falciparum} K13 (PfK13) mutations, has been confirmed in certain areas of East Africa which are historically associated with high-level antimalarial resistance. DRC borders these areas in the East.

Objectives: To determine the prevalence of resistance markers in six national malaria control programme (NMCP) surveillance sites; Boende, Kabondo, Kapolowe, Kimpese, Mikalayi and Rutshuru.

Methods: The SNPs in \textit{P. falciparum} genes \textit{PfK13}, \textit{Pfdhfr}, \textit{Pfdhps}, \textit{Pfmdr1} and \textit{Pfcrt} were assessed using targeted NGS of isolates collected at enrolment in therapeutic efficacy studies.

Results: \textit{PfK13} SNPs were detected in two samples; in Kabondo (R561H) and in Rutshuru (P441L), both areas near Uganda and Rwanda. The \textit{Pfdhps} ISGEGA haplotype, associated with reduced SP chemoprevention efficacy, ranged from 0.8\% in Mikalayi (central DRC) to 42.2\% in Rutshuru (East DRC).
Conclusions: R561H and P441L observed in eastern DRC are a concern, as they are associated with delayed ACT-clearance and candidate marker of resistance, respectively. This is consistent with previous observations of shared drug resistance profiles in parasites of that region with bordering areas of Rwanda and Uganda. The likely circulation of parasites has important implications for the ongoing surveillance of partial artemisinin-resistant *P. falciparum* and for future efforts to mitigate its dispersal.
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Introduction (rest max 3500 words)
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the DRC accounts for 12.3% of global malaria cases and 12.6% of all malaria attributable deaths; in figures this is approximately 30 million cases and almost 80,000 deaths in 2021 [1]. The DRC has implemented a number of control efforts to combat malaria. These include the distribution of insecticide-treated bed nets (ITNs), the use of artemisinin-based combination therapies (ACTs) against uncomplicated malaria (artesunate-amodiaquine [ASAQ] or artemether-lumefantrine [AL]) and intermittent preventive treatment of pregnant women (IPTp) using sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine (SP) [1]. Access to healthcare services remains limited however, particularly in rural and hard-to-reach areas [2] and in addition, the ongoing security concerns in some Eastern provinces of the country makes it difficult to implement control interventions effectively.
The emergence of drug resistance, seen with previous antimalarials, such as chloroquine and SP, led to their replacement with ACTs. The ongoing effectiveness of current ACT treatments is crucial to management of clinical malaria. Furthermore, improper usage of antimalarial drugs and guidelines, as well as the usage of substandard or counterfeit drugs, widespread throughout the DRC, may further escalate the emergence of antimalarial drug resistance [3].

Surveillance of antimalarial drug resistance can be monitored by cross-sectional measures of prevalence of molecular markers associated with *P. falciparum* resistance to various antimalarial drugs. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the *P. falciparum* PfKelch13 (PfK13) gene, the multidrug resistance gene-1 (*Pfmdr1*) and the chloroquine resistance transporter (*Pfccrt*) gene are associated with various levels of *P. falciparum* susceptibility to components of ACTs [4-6]. Similarly, accumulating SNPs in the *P. falciparum* genes *Pfdhfr* and *Pfdhps* are associated with various levels of SP resistance [7,8].

The PfK13 SNPs associated with delayed parasite clearance time (PCT) after treatment with ACT, are now widespread in South-East Asia [1,9]. Until recently these were not a challenge on the African continent [12]. Validated SNPs occurring in the PfK13 propeller domain and the BTB/POZ domain, upstream of the propeller domain are used as molecular markers to predict clinical treatment outcome and tracking partial artemisinin-resistant malaria parasites strains and include F446I, N458Y, C469Y, M476I, Y493H, R539T, I543T, P553L, R561H, P574L, C580Y, R622I and A675V; all in the propeller domain [10]. Recent studies have demonstrated the *de novo* emergence and clonal expansion PfK13 R561H mutation in East African countries, Rwanda, and Tanzania [11,12]. In Uganda, *P. falciparum* parasites with mutations in the A675V or C469Y of the PfK13 gene were significantly associated with prolonged PCT and increased in frequency from 3.9% in 2015 to 19.8% in 2019 [13].
Moreover, Conrad et al. recently reported a dramatic increase in the prevalence of R561H and P441L reaching 23% in 2022 for both SNPs in certain sites of Uganda [14]. Other validated \textit{PfK13} mutations reported in Africa, albeit at low frequency, include F446I, M476I, P553L, P574L, C580Y, C469F/Y, and R622I [15].

To explore trends in the current distribution of these molecular markers in DRC, we analysed \textit{P. falciparum} samples obtained from patients on the day of recruitment (day 0) enrolled in Therapeutic Efficacy Studies (TES) to monitor AL and ASAQ performance conducted by the National Malaria Control Program (NMCP) in sentinel sites of six provinces across the country in 2020-21. These provinces were Kimpese and Rutshuru in 2020 and Kapolowe, Kabondo, Mikalayi and Boende in 2021.

**Methods**

**Study sites and participants**

Six sites in the equatorial zone of DRC were included in this retrospective study: Boende, (Tshuapa province), Kabondo (Kisangani, Tshopo province), Mikalayi (Kasai Central province) and Kimpese (Kongo Central province). Based on the 2017-2018 Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys (MICS) malaria prevalence measured by malaria rapid diagnostic test (mRDT) among children aged 6–59 months was 52.2% in Boende and Kabondo, 45.5% in Mikalayi and 40.0% in Kimpese (the last two sites are near the Angola border). The fifth site, Rutshuru, is located in the mountainous zone next to the border with Rwanda and Uganda in the North Kivu province of eastern DRC, where malaria prevalence measured by
mRDT among children 6–59 months old was 11.4%. The sixth site, Kapolowe, is in the Haut Katanga province in the southern part of the country, next to the border with Zambia, and is in the tropical zone, where malaria prevalence measured by mRDT among children 6–59 months old was 42.7%. The national malaria prevalence measured by mRDT among children 6–59 months old was 38.5% [16].

Children aged 6–59 months with uncomplicated *P. falciparum* malaria infection were recruited at participating health centers. A sample size of 88 children per arm per site was targeted and calculated assuming a 5% drug failure, a 95% confidence level and 5% precision in estimated treatment failure, and the assumption of 20% loss to follow up [17].

**Study procedure**

Criteria for inclusion were *P. falciparum* infection measured by microscopy with parasite densities between 2,000 and 200,000 trophozoites/μl; axillary temperature of ≥37.5°C; ability to take oral medication; ability to adhere to the follow-up procedures of the study; declared consent from a parent or guardian; absence of signs of severe illness, malnutrition, or other illness associated with fever; and absence of past allergic reaction to the study medication following recommendations of WHO [17].

Microscopic blood examination was performed by trained microscopists using thick and thin smears on the same slide to determine parasite densities and species, respectively. For the present study only *P. falciparum* microscopy defined positive samples from children enrolled in the study before provided antimalarial treatment (day 0) was used.

**DNA extraction and qPCR diagnosis of microscopy-positive samples**

Capillary blood was collected on Whatman (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL) filter paper for characterization of molecular markers of antimalarial resistance. All *P. falciparum* positive
dried blood spots collected at baseline from the six provinces were shipped to Centre for Medical Parasitology (CMP), University of Copenhagen, in October 2022, where DNA was extracted using the Omega E-Z 96 Tissue DNA Kit (Omega Bio-tek, Norcross, United States), according to manufacturer’s instructions.

**Target Amplicon Sequencing**

A series of nested PCRs amplified regions in genes associated with artemisinin, lumefantrine, amodiaquine, chloroquine and SP resistance (namely genes in \( Pfdhfr, Pfdehs, PfK13, Pfmdr1 \) and \( Pfert \)) as described by Nag et al., modified to be run in simplex [18]. Samples were dual indexed by incorporating non-annealing overhangs in the nested PCR, and specific 8-base pair sequences were attached in an index PCR step for unique barcoding of each sample for the Illumina MiSeq flow cell.

After the index step, the samples were purified using beads and then diluted to a final concentration of 4nM. To account for low nucleotide diversity caused by the high AT content in the \( P. falciparum \) genome, a 5\% PhiX library was spiked in (Illumina, California, United States).

**Quality control of Illumina reads and analyses of the markers**

After sequencing, samples were sorted into folders matching their original extracted DNA plates according to index sequences, the FastQ files were then controlled and trimmed using Galaxy (http://www.usegalaxy.au). The individual reads were quality-controlled using FastQC (https://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/), and the QC results were then aggregated using MultiQC. The reads were then trimmed using Trimmomatic with the following parameters: average Phred across 4 bases had to be above 20 (base-calling
probability above 99). The trimmed R1 and R2 files were then combined using the concatenate datasets function, and these files were then ready for further analysis.

The trimmed and combined fastq files were then aligned to the 3D7 reference genome using a Python programme Assimpler, as described in [18]. SNPs with more than 50 reads at a given position were considered present and additionally, if more than two nucleotides in the same position were represented with minimum 25% of the total reads, the sample was considered a mixed infection.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft © Excel v.16.54 and GraphPad Prism 9 v.9.5.1 by exploring differences in the prevalence of the markers of interest. Prevalence estimates were compared across the six sites using a $\chi^2$-test and were conducted on a 5% level of significance. When testing for differences in the distribution of individual SNPs mutants, mutants and mixed wildtype/mutant infections were pooled and tested against wildtypes.
Results

Patient characteristics

Between 176 and 200 patients below the age of 5 years were enrolled in the TES studies from the six sites (table 1). The density of parasites/μl ranged from median values of 25,304 parasites/μl (Mikalayi) to 30,343 parasites/μl (Kimpese). A total of 1,115 patients were diagnosed with malaria by microscopy, from which 1,065 DBS samples were available for analysis of molecular markers (table 1).

Prevalence of SNPs in the genes PfK13, Pfδhfr, Pfdhps and Pfmdr1 in P. falciparum

Infections of patients from six sites across DRC

For SNPs in the PfK13 gene, a total of 59 different SNPs were found in the propeller region of the gene, whereof 34 were non-synonymous (Supplemental Table 1). Two of the non-synonymous mutations occurred more than once; Q613E and V637I. Moreover, one SNP, the candidate P441L mutant found in one sample from Rushuru and the validated R561H, found in one sample from Kabondo are associated with artemisinin partial resistance by delayed parasite clearance [10].

Full data on the prevalence of SNPs in the genes Pfδhfr, Pfdhps and Pfmdr1 can be observed in supplementary table 2. For Pfδhfr and Pfdhps; Mikalayi was an outlier (low prevalence on all resistance SNPs) and was set as the reference site and compared to the other sites. For Pfδhfr, SNPs in codons 51, 59 and 108 were observed and in all sites and except in Mikalayi the prevalence of the 51I and 59R mutants were over 94% and 80%, respectively. In Mikalayi the prevalence was significantly lower, at 81.0% for 51I and 58.3% for 59R (χ²=15.52, P≤0.001 and χ²=38.35, P≤0.001; wildtypes set against mutant types including mixed wildtypes/mutant types).
Regarding the *Pfdhps* gene, SNPs in codons 431, 436, 437, 540, 581, and 613 was observed with large differences between the sites. The prevalence of the 437G mutant varied from 69.3% (Mikalayi) to 96.0% (Kimpese) ($\chi^2=16.25$, $P\leq0.001$), while the 540E mutant varied from 14.5% (Mikalayi) to 89.6% (Rutshuru) ($\chi^2=153.26$, $P\leq0.001$) and the 581G as well varied significantly between sites from 0% (Mikalayi) to 41.8% (Rutshuru). Lastly, the *Pfdhps*-431V and the 613S was identified in Boende and Kimpese only, at below 3%. To the best of our knowledge, the 431V SNP has not been recorded in the DRC until now.

For *Pfdnkr1*, SNPs in codons 86, 184, 1042, 1034 and 1246 were observed. The 86Y mutant was identified at low prevalence (<10%) in all sites except in Rutshuru at 17.3% while the 184F varied significantly between sites from 20.6% in Kapolowe to 44.1% in Kabondo ($\chi^2=6.85$, $P=0.009$); Y184 wildtype set against 184F mutant type including mixed wildtypes/mutant types. The prevalence of the 1246Y mutant was high only in Rutshuru (20.9%) and very low elsewhere (<2%). The 1034C and the 1042D mutants were found in two samples, from Mikalayi and Rutshuru, respectively.

**Frequency of constructed haplotypes in the genes *Pfdhfr*, *Pfdhps*, *Pfdnkr1* and *Pfcrt* at six sites across DRC**

Figures 1-3 (and supplemental figure 1) present the frequencies and distribution of the constructed haplotypes in the four genes (for full frequency data, see supplementary table 3). The constructed haplotypes of *Pfdhfr* (codons 51-59-108-164; figure 1) show almost absence of the wildtype NCSI in all settings (frequency ≤2%) while the frequency of the triple mutant IRNI haplotype were above 85% in all sites except Mikalayi where prevalence of IRNI was significantly lower (57.9%; $\chi^2=85.98$, $P\leq0.0001$, Mikalayi set against all the other sites). Large differences in the frequencies of various constructed *Pfdhps* haplotypes (codons 431-436-437-540-581-613) were observed and are shown in Figure 2. In Rutshuru, the frequency
of the single ISGKAA mutant haplotype was low (4.8%). Compared to Rutshuru, frequency of ISGKAA was higher in Kabondo and Kapolowe (both at 30.8%; χ²=47.18, P≤0.001) while much higher in central and western DRC (Mikalayi, Kimpese and Boende, where this haplotype accounted for approximately 60%; χ²=0.38, P=0.829). Conversely, the double (ISGEAA) and triple mutant (ISGEGA) haplotypes were observed at the highest frequency in Rutshuru (at 44.6% and 42.2%, respectively), while in central and western sites (Kimpese, Boende and Mikalayi) frequency of the double ISGEAA mutant haplotype was low (11.0%, 12.7% and 18.6%, respectively). The triple mutant varied between the remaining sites between 0.8% (Mikalayi) and 20.8% (Kapolowe). Notably, the Pfedips-431V containing haplotypes were identified in Eastern sites of Boende (VAGKGS) and Kimpese (VAGKGS and VAGEGA) only, albeit in very few samples (n=1 and 4, respectively).

The distribution of constructed haplotypes in Pfmdr1 (codons 86-184-1034-1042-1246) are shown in figure 3, displaying large heterogeneity between the six sites. The haplotype, NYSND was highly prevalent in most sites (range: 53.0%-70.9%) except for Rutshuru (30.5%). The NFSND haplotype was the most prevalent in Rutshuru (39.0%), which also showed a prevalence of 11.0% of the YYSNY haplotype (n=10).

Finally, the haplotypes in codon 72-76 of the Pfert gene identified consisted of only the wildtype CVMNK and the mutant type CVIET haplotype. The frequency of the CVMNK haplotype ranged from 72.9% in Kimpese to 100% in Kapolowe, except for Rutshuru where only 15.2% were of the CVMNK wildtype (Supplemental Figure 1).
Discussion

It is evidently clear from the history of antimalarial drug use in the malaria endemic world that once a new antimalarial drug has been introduced large-scale, resistance in the *P. falciparum* malaria parasite populations will always emerge [18]. Consequently, continued surveillance of molecular markers of drug resistance in *P. falciparum* populations is key to monitor the distribution of drug resistance to inform efforts to mitigate the inevitable reduction in effectiveness of these drugs. Strategies of routine sampling of *P. falciparum* populations across sentinel sites and timely analyses and interpretation of data is essential to provide inputs for models guiding antimalarial drug policy in malaria endemic countries. The recent discovery of emerging *Pfk13* SNPs in Eastern Africa associated with partial artemisinin resistance underline the necessity.

In this study, we explored such molecular markers in *P. falciparum* populations obtained from patients enrolled in TES performed recently (in 2020-21) in six sites across DRC.

Using high-throughput NGS, we identified 34 non-synonymous mutations in the *Pfk13* gene, whereof one validated (R561H) and one candidate (P441L) mutation associated with delayed clearance by artemisinin [10] were observed in Kabondo and Rutshuru, respectively. The R561H mutation has been reported in neighbouring countries of Uganda [14] and Rwanda [11] (see figure 4) and as well in the Coastal region of Tanzania [11] while only detected once in a sample from Kinshasa by Ménard et al. (2016) [9].

The P441L mutation has only been reported on the African continent in Uganda and Rwanda – bordering the DRC near Rutshuru and seems to be increasing in prevalence as well [14, 19, 20] (Figure 4). Thus Rwanda and Uganda seem to constitute a hotspot for emerging *Pfk13* mutations associated with delayed clearance by artemisinin as the prevalence of these SNPs is increasing in both countries [14,19, 21]. The observed dispersal to bordering countries, such as the DRC shown in the present study is an alarming trend.
This study also explored the genes associated with SP resistance; \textit{Pfdhfr} codons 51, 59, 108 and 164 and \textit{Pfdhps} codons 431, 436, 437, 540, 581 and 613 [22]. The spatial distribution of different \textit{Pfdhfr} haplotypes was variable with the triple \textbf{IRNI} mutant haplotype dominating the population in all locations, as expected. Generally, an increase in the triple mutant haplotype has been recorded historically since the use of SP was introduced in a large scale [7]. Southern Mikalayi was the only site with somewhat lower frequency of the triple mutant (57.9%, due to lower prevalence of the 59R genotype).

The distribution of \textit{Pfdhps} haplotypes varied greatly between sites. The double ISGEEA and in particular the triple ISGEGA mutant haplotypes have been associated with loss of protective effectiveness of SP when used for IPT in pregnant women [22] or infants [23]. In Rutshuru, both mutant haplotypes were highly prevalent compared to other sites, especially central and western sites. Analysis of data from two demographic and health surveys conducted in the DRC in 2007, and 2013-2014 noted an increase in the prevalence of the double and triple mutant from 14.6% to 27.2% [24]. Our study shows a further increase in some sites since then. Interestingly, a 2018 study reported a prevalence of just 9.6% (N=137/1435) of the double mutant and 4% (N=58/1435) of the triple mutant haplotype in western DRC [25]. The 2018 study by Aydemir \textit{et al.} (2018) suggests that the triple \textit{Pfdhps} mutant spread from Tanzania in 2006 to Rwanda, Uganda and the DRC (amongst other bordering countries) [24]. Similarly, our study seems to suggest that the \textit{Pfdhps} haplotypes in northeastern DRC more closely resemble parasites in Rwanda and Uganda than the parasite populations in Western and Southern DRC.

Furthermore, the 431V mutation was identified in five individual samples in the two most Western sampling sites of Kimpese and Boende. This mutation has emerged recently and has previously been identified exclusively in West or Central African countries such, Nigeria and
Benin amongst others, where seasonal malaria chemoprevention (SMC) using SP+amodiaquine is being implemented [21, 26]. It has often been seen to co-occur with the 581G/613S mutations (as the *Pfdhps-VAGKGS* haplotype) [26] - also only observed in this study in Kimpese and Boende, albeit at a low prevalence. This SNP/haplotype has previously been hypothesized to compromise the protective efficacy of preventive strategies using SP similarly to the East African *Pfdhps SGEAG* haplotype [21].

The SNPs/combined haplotypes in *Pfdmrd1* codons 86, 184, 1034, 1042 and 1246 have been associated with various levels of resistance/tolerance to various antimalarial drugs [5, 8, 20]. This study found significantly different haplotype profiles between the six DRC sites. Particularly, the 86-184-1246 haplotype, NFD is associated with reduced susceptibility to lumefantrine [6] which is detected at a relatively high frequency throughout most sites (ranging from 24.1% in Mikalayi to 47.2% in Kabondo). In the same codons, the **YYY** haplotype was only observed in Rutshuru (11.0%) and Kapolowe (0.8%). Since the introduction of artemether-lumefantrine as first-line treatment in most of sub-Saharan African countries, several countries like Tanzania have witnessed to have an increase in the NFD haplotype [5, 27]. This study could be indicative of a similar pattern in the DRC as a 2018 study suggested that 29% of samples collected between 2012 and 2014 near Kimpese harboured the NFD haplotype [28] while in this study, 37.9% of the Kimpese site samples were of the NFD haplotype, suggestive of an increase. In areas where AL is widely used, selection of *Pfdmrd1* NFD haplotype was shown to occur at a faster rate while ASAQ seems to antagonistically select for *Pfdmrd1 YYY* haplotype [5]. This trend could have implications for the use of AL and ASAQ as first-line treatment.

The *Pfcrt CVIET* mutant haplotype is highly associated with chloroquine (CQ) resistance, and in the present study the frequencies varied from 0% in Kapolowe to 84.8% in Rutshuru.
CQ was used as first-line treatment in many African countries, but was widely abandoned around the turn of the millennium due to widespread reports of resistance. However, most sites in this study, with the exception of Rutshuru, seem to be CQ susceptible once again, based on Pf crt and Pfmdr1 data.

The emergence of partial artemisinin resistance and partner drugs is a public health threat that requires urgent and coordinated response beyond national borders to delay the spread of resistant strains in the region. In regions affected by military conflicts such as the border between Rwanda and DRC, malaria disproportionally affects displaced populations, increasing their vulnerability and may enhance the spread of resistant strains. Strong surveillance through TES and genetic surveillance leveraging recent technological advances is critical to timely inform case management and resistance mitigation strategies. As malaria burden is still extremely high in DRC, enhancing malaria control interventions through increasing coverage and use of interventions including vector control interventions (ITNs, larviciding, IRS), improved patient access and adherence to quality-assured antimalarial medicine is essential. Moreover, integrated community case management of malaria (CCM) [29], use of single low dose primaquine with transmission blocking potential may reduce malaria transmission and hence reduce drug pressure on the existing ACTs, delay the spread of partial artemisinin resistance and prolong the ACTs use in the region. Other innovative approaches in the pipeline such as new therapeutics such triple ACTs and non-artemisinin-based treatments, deployment of sequential or multiple first-line therapies [30] may provide options to limit the spread of resistance and prevent treatment failures in endemic regions of Africa.
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Figure 1. Pf
dhfr haplotype frequency in 6 sites across the DRC. Haplotype frequency of Pf
dhfr (codons 51-59-108-164) (mutant in fat: NCSI, NCNI, NRNI, ICNI, IRSI and IRNI. The numbers next to the haplotypes indicate the amount of mutations while WT is indicative of the wild-type haplotype. Mixed infections were not included. Haplotype diagrams depicted on the DRC map (CDC 2023) (https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/democratic-republic-of-congo).
Figure 2. *Pfdhps* haplotype frequency in 6 sites across the DRC. Haplotype frequency in *Pfdhps* (codons 431-436-437-540-581-613); mutants in fat: ISAKAA, IAAKAA, ISGKAA, IAGKAA ISAEQA, IAGEQA, ISGEAA, ISGEQA, IFGEAA, ISGKGS, VAGKAA, IAGKGS, VAGKGA, VAGKGS and VAGEGA. The numbers next to the haplotypes indicate the amount of mutations while WT is indicative of the wild-type haplotype. Haplotype diagrams depicted on the DRC map (CDC 2023) (https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/democratic-republic-of-congo)
Figure 3. Pfmdr1 haplotype frequency in 6 sites across the DRC. Haplotype frequency of Pfmdr1 (codons 86-184-1034-1042-1246); mutants in fat: NYSND, NFSND, NYSNY, NYSDD, YYSND, YYSNY, NFSNY, NFCND, YFSND, YFSNY. The numbers next to the haplotypes indicate the amount of mutations while WT is indicative of the wild-type haplotype. Haplotype diagrams depicted on the DRC map (CDC 2023) (https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/democratic-republic-of-congo)
Figure 4. Prevalence of PfK13 R561H and of P441L mutations in DRC and neighbouring countries. The data are based on the WorldWide Antimalarial Resistance Network (WWARN) database (http://www.wwarn.org/molecular/surveyor/k13/index.html?t=201608031200#0), data from the current study (Kabondo and Rutshuru) and data from a site in Rwanda [19] and a multi-centre study in Uganda [14]. The pie charts show the prevalence of the R561H mutations, and purple stars denote the presence of P441L. For all studies where the P441L mutation was identified, it was only found in a single sample, with the exception of two sites in Uganda where prevalence of P441L was 23.1% (15/65) in Kanungu and 11.5% (6/52) in Mubende marked as red stars [14]. Black dots show the sites where prevalence of other PfK13 mutations is reported, based on the WWARN database.

Table 1. General demographic data of enrolled patients in the therapeutic efficacy studies (TES).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>Boende</th>
<th>Kabondo</th>
<th>Kapolowe</th>
<th>Kimpese</th>
<th>Mikalayi</th>
<th>Rutshuru</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year of sampling</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrolled (n)</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median age, months (25-75% percentiles)</td>
<td>18.0-36.0</td>
<td>23.0-35.5</td>
<td>19.0-30.5</td>
<td>24.0-41.0</td>
<td>13.3-24.0</td>
<td>16.3-30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (M:F %)</td>
<td>47.5:52.5</td>
<td>43.8:56.2</td>
<td>41.1:58.9</td>
<td>46.5:53.5</td>
<td>53.9:46.1</td>
<td>51.5:48.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median temperature (25-75% percentiles)</td>
<td>38.8-38.4</td>
<td>38.0-38.0</td>
<td>37.9-37.9</td>
<td>38.6-38.1</td>
<td>37.7-37.7</td>
<td>39.0-39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median parasite density (parasites/ul) (25%-75% percentiles)</td>
<td>27,764-26,526</td>
<td>27,850-30,343</td>
<td>25,304-29,871</td>
<td>11,612-13,954</td>
<td>12,652-10,687</td>
<td>11,889-12,506</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>